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Background

< 2 >

nTraining distributed deep learning (DDL) jobs usually requires powerful and expensive 

GPUs, and it gradually becomes infeasible to fit them into a private cluster

nPublic cloud service providers, e.g., Azure and Alibaba Cloud, have built GPU clusters 

to gain monetary benefits by training DDL jobs for users

nTwo metrics related to user experiences:

Ø job completion time

Ø training fee
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Challenge
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nAs a typical online bin-packing problem, job scheduling is known to be NP-hard

nThe mainstream solutions divide this problem into two easier sub-tasks, i.e., ordering task and 

placement task

nHeuristic rules:
Ø First-in-first-out
Ø Shortest-job-first
Ø First-fit
Ø Best-fit
Ø Load-balance
Ø ……
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Solution

< 4 >

nWe analyze and abstract existing ordering and placement methods as a dual-agent structure, 

and employ reinforcement learning to learn the two agent policies

nWhy cooperative dual-agent?

Ø The potential cooperation between the two task policies can be exploited to further improve the 

performance

nWhy using RL to optimize the dual-agent?

Ø System uncertainty: 

l when and what kind of DDL jobs will come.

l uncertain performance fluctuation caused by future arrived and co-located jobs.

Ø RL can naturally adapt to the uncertainty by exploration and exploitation
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Solution

< 5 >

nCan the exploration in Gaussian distribution space in native continuous-space RL well tackle the 

system uncertainty? 

Ø We propose a Random Walk Gaussian Process, which can well model the performance similarity and 

uncertain performance fluctuation
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Markov Decision Process Formulation
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n Action:
Ø ordering decision

ü Which job should be scheduled first

Ø placement decision
ü Which machines are suitable for 

placing a specific job

n Observation:
Ø job states

ü Resource requirements, pending time

Ø cluster states

ü Free resources, utilization ratio

n Reward:
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Model Overview

< 7 >
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Ordering Agent with Communication 

< 8 >

nOrdering agent
Ø assigning priority scores for jobs

Ø the job with a higher priority indicates that it will gain more benefits if scheduled first

n Infer the most proper scheduling order under the current cluster state
Ø deliver cluster state to the ordering agent

Ø machine number is varying and may be large

Ø squeeze-and-communicate

nPosition-aware and self-attentive job ordering
Ø jobs arrive at the pending list according to their submission order, which is a key factor for job 

scheduling

Ø Transformer encoder
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Placement Agent with Random Walk Gaussian Process
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nPlacement agent

Ø assigning affinity scores

Ø a higher 𝑎!" denotes that job 𝑗! is more suitable to be placed on machine 𝑚"

nTwo intuitive placement principles

1. job instances should first be placed on the machines with similar performances to ensure that no 

machine could become the performance bottleneck

2. should be aware of the uncertain future performance fluctuation caused by resource contention
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Placement Agent with Random Walk Gaussian Process

< 10 >

nPrinciple 1: Random walk kernel in non-Euclidean space

Ø abstract the cluster as a graph 𝐺# at timestep 𝑡

l node: machine

l edge: communication topology

Ø a random walker selects the next visited machine node according to transition matrix 𝑃(𝑖)

Ø a larger 𝑃(𝑖)"$ denotes that machines 𝑚" and 𝑚$ are more similar for placing job 𝑗! and there is a 

higher probability to transit from 𝑚" to 𝑚$
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Placement Agent with Random Walk Gaussian Process

< 11 >

nPrinciple 2: Random walk kernel in Gaussian Process

Ø give a posterior distribution rather than point estimation

Ø random walk kernel is symmetric and positive semi-definite

Ø uncertainty from topological view

nPosterior distribution of RWGP

nAction Sampling
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Optimization with MAPPO
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n Temporal-Difference Error

n Policy gradient
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Experiments

< 13 >

nSimulator: a well-established simulation environment used in many DDL scheduling research 

work

nDataset: Alibaba GPU Cluster Trace

nBaselines:

Ø heuristic-based schedulers

Ø meta-heuristic-based schedulers

Ø RL-based scheduler

nEvaluation metrics
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Experiments (Performance Comparisons & Ablation Study)
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Parameter Tuning
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nTwo important parameters in the 

ordering and placement agents:

Ø the number of attention head ℎ

Ø the length of historical data 𝜏

nThe JCT and Fee of our model 

consistently outperform RIFLING
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Case Study
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nThe communication mechanism is able to convey 

the cluster state to the ordering agent, so as to 

make proper ordering decisions

nThe RWGP is able to detect the performance 

similarities of machines and the potential resource 

contention
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Conclusion

< 17 >

nA distributed deep learning job scheduler is responsible for reducing both 
job completion time and training cost. 

nExisting heuristic and reinforcement learning based methods either ignore 
or cannot handle the system uncertainty and policy cooperation.

nContributions:
ØWe propose a dual-agent structure to learn the ordering and placement policies.

ØWe design an ordering agent with efficient communication mechanism.

ØFor the placement agent, we propose a novel Random Walk Gaussian Process to 
model the performance similarities and performance uncertainty from topological 
view.
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